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Energy Buying Made Easy: Pricing Options, Industry Experience, Confident Decisions

RD Energy is a company that is
knowledgeable, helpful and very
responsive to any electric or natural
gas question I have. I decided to fix
both my electric and natural gas rate
long term a!er we watched the market
for a few months. RD Energy didn't
badger me with phone ca"s, but
instead eventua"y emailed me that
they felt the market wouldn't go much
lower along with the reasons why. I
also appreciate the fact that RD
Energy is a loca"y owned PUCO
certified broker and has been a loyal
customer of my ECO Food Dealers
Association member store for over 25
years. I highly recommend other ECO
Food Dealers to meet and talk with
RD Energy.
- Greg Ross, Granville Market

I got tired of the many phone ca"s and
a$ressive ca"ers. RD Energy was
recommended to me and I now
recommend them to you. Their honest
and straightforward business manner
was re%eshing. I like the idea of
saving money and I like the idea that
RD Energy helped me achieve that
with competitive pricing and new
buying opportunities no one else had
told me about before.

RD Energy is taking electric pricing and contracting to a whole new
level. People like to shop and know that they have gotten the best
deal possible. Central Ohio based RD Energy provides a unique
pricing tool like none other. This innovative pricing tool provides
customers with daily pricing from many of the biggest names in
electricity supply. Customers view all the pricing on the Scorecard,
pick the best price and get receive contacts in minutes.
As consumers we like to shop for the best price. RD Energy brings
that capability to electric buying. We make electric pricing simple.
Let us handle the confusion and hassle of choosing an electric
supplier. Cut out the high pressure sales calls pushing you to agree
to a price without seeing them all. The price transparency oﬀered by
our Scorecard provides the customer the assurance and confidence
that they made the best choice in electric suppliers.
Winter has arrived and so has the cold weather and higher natural
gas bills. RD Energy provides ECO Food Dealer Association
members with discounted natural gas fixed rates to help stabilize
prices and reduce the risk that comes with monthly variable rates.
Our natural gas pricing is for both members and members
employees, friends and family.
Join the growing number of businesses that have made the smart
choice of teaming with the professionals at RD Energy. More and
more customers depend on RD Energy for the best pricing, best
service and on going energy education. GO TEAM!

- Tom Kishman,
Kishsman's IGA
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